
Life at The Top – Chapter 1466

Was the little prince worried about the current situation?

He would be lying if he said he was not worried.

If he agreed right after Jasper said something about the righteousness of the nation like
a hothead, then the Royals from Waterhoof City would be done for when it was time for
the little prince to take over.

None of those people who were at the top of society were ordinary folks.

This was true for both individuals and families. Even the little prince, as the successor
who was carefully cultivated by the top family, the Royals, received the most elite
education from an early age.

When ordinary children were still learning mathematics, physics, and chemistry in their
five years of senior-year exam modules, he had already begun to receive the most
comprehensive tactical education.

With the environment and resources provided by the Royals, even a common dog could
be educated into an elite canine with a Ph.D.



What more for someone like the little prince who was already extremely smart. These
were the reasons why the little prince was more aware of the risks and benefits
surrounding this matter.

If it was done well, not only would they make a lot of money, they would also get on
Swallow Capital’s good side. This intangible benefit was very important for the little
prince.

Being able to show the right ability at the right time was what the little prince had long
been seeking to do. However, this argument was based on the premise that this
strategy was executed well.

If they messed this up and the money was gone, they would have to bear the
consequences.

The consequences of this were not just monetary loss. Therefore, the little prince had
made plans to pull out. This was why he was so annoyed when he learned that the
United States stock market was closed, which made him unable to withdraw even if he
wanted to.

It was not so much a tantrum at Jasper, but a tantrum at the unscrupulous and
shameless ways of the United States.

“If you want a negotiation between businessmen, then it will be much easier.”



Jasper stared at the little prince with a heated gaze.

“Nothing changes when it comes to the funds. I will do what I need to do. What I need is
your full support when things heat up.”

The little prince looked over coldly, and Jasper seemed to know what he wanted to ask.
Hence, he proactively continued, “Including, but not limited to, all-around support from
financial contacts and public opinion.”

“Tch.” The little prince chuckled and said, “What wishful thinking. No way…”

As they were talking, the little prince frowned slightly and glanced at Jasper. Then, he
said in a friendlier tone, “This is not the first time you have encountered a family like us,
so you understand the way we work.

“I’ll tell you directly now. I’m not the one rejecting you, but right now, I can’t mobilize so
much of the family’s resources to help you. Even my old man wouldn’t do this.”

“There are a lot of rules in a family and we Royals have even more of them. If not, the
Royals would be finished.”

“I understand.” Jasper nodded. He did not think that the little prince was lying to him.



There was no need to do so.

The little prince was proud and he did not need to lie about such a matter and lower
himself.

“It’s good that you can understand.”

The little prince nodded. He felt relieved.

He did not realize that ever since Jasper made 10 billion from his 5 billion investment,
and after he saw how the United States stock market was feeling helpless against
Jasper, he could no longer look down on Jasper anymore.

Now, he started to care about Jasper’s opinion and views because this would directly
affect their collaboration.

In other words, Jasper had used his performance that shocked the world on the United
States stock market for the right to speak as equals with the little prince.

“If I use my resources, we can settle some normal problems, but they’re useless in the
face of huge matters like this.”



The little prince shrugged and continued to say shamelessly, “I don’t think I can give you
any aid other than money. Besides this, I also have a request.”

“Please tell me,” Jasper said.

The little prince was a little embarrassed now. He did not give the aid he was asked for,
but now he was making a request. This was not right at all. Most importantly, this did not
fit his image.

However, one should always talk business in a business setting, so could he value his
image over real tangible profits.

“I’ll manage the funds myself.”

Jasper looked over immediately upon hearing what the little prince said.

The little prince continued with no expression while Jasper was looking at him, “It does
seem like I’m getting rid of you once you’ve ceased to be useful, however, the nature
and influence of this matter are too large.”

“I can promise that I’ll cooperate with your moves unconditionally, but I want authority to
dispose of the funds.”



“You won’t be the only one asking this, right? I met get the same request if I contact
Lord Alvarado.” Jasper asked.

The little prince was truly surprised now. He said, “How could you guess this?”

“Aside from your families coming from different places, the situation with you guys is
almost the same. So, you guys contacted each other privately and reached an
agreement. This is something normal.” Jasper’s tone was mild, and he did not seem to
want to fly into a rage at this moment.

The little prince sighed and got up to pat Jasper’s shoulder. He said, “This is a favor I’ll
owe you.”

They earned 5 billion because of Jasper, but after they’re faced with this problem, they
wanted to pull out with their profits in tow. Even though the little prince promised he
would cooperate with Jasper’s plan, this action alone made it seem as if he wanted to
get rid of Jasper once he ceased to be useful.

If this were someone else, the little prince would not be so bothered. Someone like the
little prince would not normally talk to others, much less make them a promise or owe
them favors. However, this was not anyone else, this was Jasper. This was Jasper, who
had earned the right to stand on the same level as him.

Thus, the little prince had to mind Jasper’s feelings.



“Fine, I accept,” Jasper replied suddenly.


